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Wellington, a rockhopper penguin, visits several beluga whales in Shedd’s Abbott Oceanarium. These two species would never see each other in the wild,
as belugas live around the Arctic and all the world’s penguins live south of the Equator.

Travel the World – and Help Save It
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Any aquatic destination you planned to visit
in 2020 is likely represented by Shedd Aquarium.
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ABOVE: A critically endangered green sawfish, Ginsu, swimming around in Shedd Aquarium’s massive Wild Reef exhibit. The exhibit mimics the vibrant coral reef systems
found near the Philippines. RIGHT: Nickel, a rescued green sea turtle, floats in Shedd’s iconic Caribbean Reef exhibit.
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In the spring and summer, Dr. Melissa Youngquist leads Shedd’s efforts to record the
recovery of local amphibian species to measure the success of the aquarium’s ongoing
habitat restoration efforts. More amphibians means a healthier wetland!

Volunteers from across Chicagoland support habitat restoration and the removal
of invasive species as part of Shedd Aquarium’s action days throughout the Forest
Preserves of Cook County.

Members of Shedd’s Conservation Action team participating in Kayak for Conservation,
a program designed to connect the public with the revitalization efforts along the
Chicago River.

Shedd researchers like Dr. Kentaro Inoue are often waist deep in water and mud
to better understand the presence of freshwater mussels in our streams and rivers,
important animals that keep our waterways clean.

Within the city, the aquarium also works to bring the Chicago River back to life for animals and people. Along with partners like Urban Rivers, Shedd Aquarium created floating
islands to encourage the return of native wildlife. In turn, the natural beauty of the islands
and animals creates opportunities for people to experience nature up close. In summer
months, Shedd takes people on kayaks to paddle by these islands, clean up litter, and learn
just how alive the Chicago River can be.
Importantly, data measures the success of Shedd Aquarium’s work. Dr. Austin Happel
has documented a resurgence of native species to the river, indicating an overall increase in
the health of the water and environment we all share.
JOIN US
Sharing the joy of looking nature in the eye—whether it’s a video of curious penguins touring
a closed aquarium, or a close encounter with a stingray during an aquarium visit—matters
because Shedd Aquarium cares about our aquatic world and our community. The aquarium
takes action for animals and contributes to communities by inviting people to experience
the joy, wonder, and value of our aquatic world. When you visit, become an aquarium member, play outside with our team on the river or in the woods, you also take action for animals.
Please join Shedd Aquarium in sparking compassion, curiosity, and conservation for our
aquatic world. Plan a visit, become an aquarium member, play outside with our team on the
river or in the woods. Find joy and wonder with Shedd Aquarium and share it.
Peggy Sloan is the Chief Animal Operations Officer at Shedd Aquarium. She oversees Shedd’s
commitment to its animals, science, and conservation, ensuring that world-class meaningful
work is at the foundation of everything the aquarium does.
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How to Support Shedd Aquarium
One of the best ways to support Shedd’s work to
sparking compassion, curiosity, and conservation for
our shared Blue Planet is to become a member or
renew your membership.
Shedd Membership powers the aquarium’s conservation research and action, immersive learning
programs, and exemplary animal care efforts. It also
provides YOU with unique ways to connect with
animals from around the world at Shedd.
Give the gift of Shedd this holiday season, by purchasing a membership for friends or family!
Quintessential Barrington readers can use
promo code 25537 to receive 25% off SupporterAdvocate memberships through the end of the year.
If you aren’t ready to become a member, the next
best thing is to plan a visit to Shedd. The aquarium
is ready to joyfully welcome you, with precautions
in place that make you feel like you have the whole
place to yourself.
Additional opportunities to support the aquarium’s
mission can be found at sheddaquarium.org/aboutshedd/support-us.

